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assessment centres and global talent
Competition for talent from both inside and outside the fashion industry will intensify in 2022. To attract and retain the right employees across their organisations, fashion companies must prepare

the year ahead: a talent crunch is heading our way
D2L Inc., a global learning technology leader, today announced that the University of Groningen (UG) has selected

the university of groningen partners with d2l to support blended, interdisciplinary learning goals
NOW more than ever, sustainability in the workplace has become an integral part of doing business and is no longer simply an option for many companies around the globe.Stakeholders are assessing

petronas committed to foster sustainability in workplace
A very high level of promising football talent identified in Namibia has prompted one of the world's leading football academies to begin the establishment of a permanent talent scouting and

international soccer academy partners with ramblers
The Belt and Road Initiative, announced in 2013, has assumed centre-stage in China and Pakistan's bilateral cooperation vis-a-vis the China Pakistan Economic Corridor. Since 2015 major projects

video | china-pakistan: the way forward
RAMBLERS Sport Club on Saturday announced a smart partnership agreement with World Wide Scholarships, with the aim of identifying football talent in Namibia and providing opportunities for further

ramblers announce major sport partnership
Payal Anand is a chief engineer at Samsung Research Institute Bangalore (SRI-B). An IIIT Gwalior alumna, Anand got a job at Samsung after her internship in 2014. She was exposed to the culture of

samsung engineers impetus for innovation
Ramblers Sport Club on Saturday announced a smart partnership agreement with World Wide Scholarships, with the aim of identifying football talent in Namibia and providing opportunities for further

namibia: ramblers announce major sport partnership
The COVID-19 pandemic has harshly exposed the impact of today's incomplete, incompatible or disconnected global infrastructure. The lack of digital connections, the disruption to supply chains and the

global gateway
Despite emerging competition from Eastern Europe, Latin America and the rest of the Asia-Pacific region, India is still the go-to destination for IT outsourcing. Continuous skilling in niche areas can

why india still rules it outsourcing and how to sustain it
A very high level of promising football talent identified in Namibia has prompted one of the
world's leading football academies to begin the establishment of a permanent talent scouting and

namibia: international soccer academy partners with rammers
Central Europe's sluggish economies need to diversify, work together and make room for innovation to thrive, says public sector advisor Soňa Muzikárová

to unlock the new economy, central europe needs coordination | view
Changi Airport collaborates with local filmmakers to launch a compendium of three inspiring stories set on its premises.

taking travellers from flight connections to human connections
Rohit Ramchandani and colleagues propose a framework to ensure essential public health tools are fairly distributed in future pandemics Vaccines, therapeutics, and diagnostics are key public health

vaccines, therapeutics, and diagnostics for covid-19: redesigning systems to improve pandemic response
While Hong Kong is only accountable for a very small part of the world’s carbon emissions, we are determined to contribute to the world’s efforts. I pledged in my Policy Address last year that we will

hong kong: hk contributes to nation’s green goal
As China is striving towards carbon neutrality before 2060, Hong Kong is in a unique position to connect the flow of green and sustainable funds with the Mainland and the world to promote ecological

hk contributes to nation’s green goal
Global technology brand, OPPO's Reno6 5G has taken first place in DXOMARK Battery global rankings following recent test results publish

oppo reno6 5g take first place in dxomark battery global rankings
But Singapore is not just among the most important shipping hubs in the world, it is also a centre of excellence for maritime and offshore technology that supports the industry’s journey to

singapore fosters excellence in class services and technology
Meredith Armstrong was appointed as director of economic development last week, filling a role vacated by Brett Williamson on Nov. 19 for an opportunity outside the organization

economic recovery front and centre for greater sudbury’s new director of economic development
Eventbox, an entity under the umbrella of social enterprise Brajvandana Foundation, held the auspicious event celebrating and encouraging the success of young and established entrepreneurs at

bengal pride award 2021 felicitates 100 achievers and business leaders from east and Governance talent gap needs in Hong Kong. In addition, HKGFA continues to work with the HKSAR government, policymakers, regulatory bodies, and the private sector in advancing Hong Kong’s role as

hong kong green finance association’s 2021 annual forum highlights regional cooperation on financing carbon neutrality
Indian indices ended in the green on Monday. Many sectoral indices were trading in red but IT and Consumer Durables saw some growth. Global markets were solidly green on the day as traders took

sensex, nifty end higher amid volatility; it shines
Aconex was already an international business. We had created a solid global culture but in the US we needed to have a strong, local presence.

aconex co-founder leigh jasper shares his 5 key lessons (and more) on scaling a tech company in the us
MDOTM, the European leader in AI-driven investment strategies, signed a partnership with School of Business, Economics & Law at the University of Gothenburg in Sweden.

mdotm custs ai and esg research deal with the university of gothenburg
On International Day of People with Disability, Infosys (NYSE: INFY) a global leader in next-generation digital services and consulting has released a first-of-its kind report: Exploring digital

disability groups call for national digital accessibility roadmap as new infosys research reveals digital inclusion gap among
Igloo, Singapore-headquartered and Southeast Asia-focused insurtech, strengthens its partnership with AhaMove, Vietnam’s fastest-growing delivery platform, with 3 new insurance product offerings:

**Regional insurtech igloo and Vietnam’s AhaMove strengthen partnership with 3 new insurance products**

According to the World Economic Forum (WEF) report 2021, there is a global Talent Zone (CSTZ) – incorporates military-grade real-time cybersecurity monitoring systems, research centres

**Global shortage of cybersecurity talent**

For example, in a global organisation which constantly looks to hire teams to work in different locations, the greatest learning experiences might come from challenging assignments, international

**Talent management**

If this suggestion is confirmed, a testable hypothesis is that the individuals with ASC most likely to develop talents are those that show superior local processing without any impairment of global

**What aspects of autism predispose to talent?**

Remote and distributed workforces are here to stay due to the mutual benefits to both businesses and talent according Compliance to assess a workforce, and Agent of Record (AoR) to streamline

**Velocity Global’s 2022 work in progress report: Businesses and talent benefit from distributed work**

Global tech giant IBM is looking forward to hiring local talents for its new facility centre at Hyderabad, India. The company is going to set up this centre to offer clients business process

**News: IBM looks forward to hiring local talent for the new Hyderabad facility centre**

Digital infrastructure platform Equinix, Inc. recently announced the opening of its Global Center of Excellence (GCoE With a robust heritage of premier research and development centres and a

**Equinix opens global centre of excellence in India, aims to hire 500 IT professionals by the end of 2024**

China’s semiconductor self-sufficiency efforts are also complicated by the global chip shortage and tensions between Beijing and Washington.

**China’s semiconductor talent shortage poses biggest obstacle to Beijing’s chip self-sufficiency ambitions, SMIC founder says**

She is trained in interpreting psychometric testing as well as in the delivery of assessment centres. She is based in the United Kingdom from where she spearheads our global talent agenda. Founded in

**Spenglerfox appoints Dimitra Filis as Head of Talent Acquisition**

The Executive Leadership Group is chaired by the Managing Partner and its members represent the breadth of the firm’s services across geographies, as well as senior representatives leading on legal

**Risk and Governance**

The International Compliance Association (ICA) – the leading professional body for the global regulatory and financial crime compliance community and part of Wilmington plc - has launched an

**ICA launches enterprise-wide financial crime risk assessment tool**

Carsten Menke, Head of Next Generation Research at Swiss wealth manager Julius Baer, discusses how megatrends have accelerated in the wake on the global pandemic While we are aware of the fact that

**How the global pandemic accelerated megatrends**

Manama: Laurels Centre for Global Education is organizing a free online workshop By the end of the workshop, the participants would be aware of the future of talents, top skills required to gain

**Laurels Centre for Global Education hosts free online placement workshop**

The centre that is called Kotak-IISc AI-ML Centre offers Bachelor’s, Master’s, and short-term courses in AI, ML and deep learning, reinforcement learning, and Fintech. The centre also aims to promote

**AI COEs and Innovation Centres that opened in India in 2021**

Loughborough Enterprise Network recognises the talent within its network, and to celebrate, they have launched a brand-new online
Marketplace, marking Global Entrepreneurship Week 2021 (8-14 November)

**current students and staff**
The centre of global economic gravity is shifting fast. And it took two different lumps of assessments – one called vulnerability which looked at city’s vulnerability to things like climate change,

**cityscape summit: uae to become “global economic centre of gravity”**
Looking ahead to 2015, the U.S. proportion of the global talent pool will shrink even further as China’s use of the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) has grown far beyond the 30

**international benchmarking**
Since the Brexit referendum, the government has also been working to ensure skilled tech talent still has access to work in the UK, with its Global Talent visa scheme replacing the Tier 1